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PRIMARY 6-copy Sets
144 pp

A Tiger Tale: A moving story about coping with loss from bestselling author Holly
Webb. Kate's grandfather has died and she's missing him a lot. At least she has her toy tiger, Amos, to
keep her company. He was a present from Granddad. Then Amos turns into a real tiger - a big, friendly
tiger who smells like Granddad, and sounds like him too. With tiger around, Kate realizes that Granddad isn't truly gone. Not when he lives on in her heart.

192 pp

Barking Mad: At first, Fingers refuses to believe that his Granddad has gone BARKING MAD! But what
straight-thinking grownup goes around LICKING the postman, growling like a dog and chasing hospital
security guards up trees? And when Fingers and his sister Sally discover a BIZARRE machine in Granddads workshop, mix-ups turn into MIND-SWAPPING madness one look at Granddads dog DaVinci is
proof of that!

320 pp

Bronze and Sunflower: When Sunflower, a young city girl, moves to the countryside, she grows to love
the reed marsh lands – the endlessly flowing river, the friendly buffalo with their strong backs and
shiny round heads, the sky that stretches on and on in its vastness. However, the days are long, and the
little girl is lonely. Then she meets Bronze, who, unable to speak, is ostracized by the other village boys.
Soon the pair are inseparable, and when Bronze’s family agree to take Sunflower in, it seems that fate
has brought him the sister he has always longed for. But life in Damaidi is hard, and Bronze’s family can
barely afford to feed themselves. Will the city girl be able to stay in this place where she has finally
found happiness?
Danny, Champion of the World: Danny lives in a gipsy caravan with his father, the most marvellous
and exciting father any boy ever had. All the land around them belongs to Mr Victor Hazell, a rich snob
with a great glistening beery face and tiny piggy eyes. Nobody likes him, not one-little bit. So one day,
Danny and his father concoct a daring plot that will give the old blue-faced baboon Victor Hazell the
greatest shock of his life - so long as they don't get caught ...

240pp

112pp

Frankie Potts and the Sparkplug Mysteries: Meet Frankie Potts, the village of Tring's number one girl
detective. She has flaming red hair, a questioning mind and an addiction to gobstoppers. And she is
REALLY good at solving mysteries. When Frankie is adopted by a dog at the window of her favourite
sweetshop, there's detecting to be done.

256 pp

Friday Barnes: Big Trouble: When Friday’s father turns up out of the blue, he brings his daughter some
distressing news – Friday’s mother has been kidnapped! But who would want to kidnap a theoretical
physicist? The Headmaster needs Friday’s help too, when Highcrest Academy is thrown into chaos by
the arrival of a beautiful new student – Princess Ingrid of Norway. She’s rich, she’s royal and she’s got
her eye on Ian Wainscott. Despite heightened security at the school, things start to go missing. It appears Highcrest Academy has been infiltrated by a master thief, The Pimpernel.

280 pp

How I alienated my Grandmother: At precisely 4.23 in the
afternoon, my grandma turned into an alien. Correction. At precisely 4.23 in the afternoon, I turned my grandma into an alien.
I was not having a good day. Michaels grandma might look normal, but she isn’t! Ever since Michael unearthed a strange object from his back yard and pointed it at his grandma, her behaviour has been OFF THE PLANET and no one except Michael
is noticing it. A spaceship load of TROUBLE has been unleashed
from Michael’s garden. But his only allies are a bumbling sci-fi
geek and a stinky oddball! What hope does he have of saving
his grandma and stopping the DIABOLICAL PLAN that threatens
them all?

PRIMARY 6-copy Sets
128 pp

Joe and the Race to Rescue: Joe is fascinated by every horse he meets. Lightning is a pony club
champion, but new challenges await Joe with his second pony, Fortune. Then he meets Velvet and
Sherman, two majestic Shires, who open his eyes to the world of heavy horses. And Joe is about to
discover just how awesome Shires can be when they help him in a dangerous and dramatic rescue at
the Hidden Horseshoe sanctuary.

192 pp

Josh Baxter Levels Up: Josh Baxter is sick and tired of hitting the reset button. It's not easy being the
new kid for the third time in two years. One mistake and now the middle school football star is out to
get him. And Josh's sister keeps offering him lame advice about how to make friends, as if he needs her
help finding allies! Josh knows that his best bet is to keep his head down and stay under the radar. If no
one notices him, nothing can touch him, right?

160 pp

Margit: Magrit lives in an abandoned cemetery. She is as forgotten as the tiny graveyard that
surrounds her. One night a passing stork drops a strange bundle into the graveyard. Master Puppet, her
friend and advisor, tells her it is an awful, ugly, terrible thing and that she should get rid of it. But
Magrit has other ideas.

352 pp

Moving Target: In this exciting and action-packed adventure by an award-winning author, a young girl
discovers her secret ancient bloodline. The fate of her family, and the world, may rest in her hands...
Cassie Arroyo, an American studying in Rome, has her world ripped apart when someone tries to kill
her father, an art history professor at an Italian university. Is she their next target?

163 pp

Plenty: Maddy Frank has always lived in Jermyn Street. Always. But now her mum and dad are making
her move from the city, far away to some place called Plenty. How will Maddy survive without
everything and everyone she knows? Nobody understands. But what about her mysterious new
classmate, Grace Wek, who was born in a refugee camp? Could Grace actually understand how Maddy
feels?

80 pp

The Cat with the Coloured Tail: Mr Hooper and The Cat with the Coloured Tail travel through the
countryside in their ice-cream van. They enjoy looking for heart shapes (their favourite game) and
making people happy with their delicious moon-creams. But a dark feeling is following the cat.
Something is wrong. When the ice-cream van enters the forest, Mr Hooper and the cat realise the
heart of the world is in danger. Will they be able to save it? A lyrical fable about love and healing.

240 pp

The Great Chocoplot: Jelly and her family live in Chompton-onde-Lyte, where everyone loves a Chocablocka bar or two. So
when the end of chocolate is announced, she can't believe it.
Determined to investigate, Jelly and her gran follow a trail of
clues to a posh chocolate shop and its owner, the pompous
Garibaldi Chocolati. Gari's suspiciously smug, despite his failing
business and yucky chocolate. Is it really the chocopocalypse, or
is there a chocoplot afoot?

144 pp

The Vanilla Slice Kid: Archie Cunningham is a shy boy who has
three things - incredibly mean and greedy parents, no friends,
and an amazing power.
When an uploaded video shows the world what Archie can do,
he suddenly becomes the main ingredient in a recipe for world
domination. And then the fun really begins!

INTERMEDIATE 8-copy Sets
296 pp

1915 - Wounds of War: Mel and her cousin Harriet couldn't bear the thought of brave Kiwi boys being
cared for by some bumbling, poorly trained person while the Great War raged on, half a world away.
When these nurses joined the NZ Army Nursing Service and boarded ships headed for Egypt, Anzac
Cove and beyond, they had little idea of the horrors they would face, the wounds they would tend to
and hearts they would help heal.

288 pp

Big Game: 13-year-old Oskari is sent into the cold wilderness on an ancient test of manhood. He must
survive armed only with a bow and arrow. But instead, he stumbles upon an escape pod from a burning
airliner. Terrorists have shot down the President of the United States. The boy hunter and the world's
most powerful man are suddenly the hunted, in a race against a deadly enemy…Written by acclaimed
children's novelist Dan Smith, Big Game is a stunningly told survival story set in the icy wilderness.

224 pp

Boy at the Top of the Mountain: When Pierrot becomes an orphan, he must leave his home in Paris for
a new life with his Aunt Beatrix, a servant in a wealthy household at the top of the German mountains.
But this is no ordinary time, for it is 1935 and the Second World War is fast approaching; and this is no
ordinary house, for this is the Berghof, the home of Adolf Hitler. Quickly, Pierrot is taken under Hitler's
wing, and is thrown into an increasingly dangerous new world: a world of terror, secrets and betrayal,
from which he may never be able to escape.

304 pp

Catching Falling Stars: It's 1940. Gloria and her little brother have been evacuated to the countryside to
get away from the dangers of the Blitz in London. But their new home isn't as friendly as they'd hoped.
The woman they're living with–Miss Saunders–is strict, severe and an outcast in the village. And the
local children and other evacuees are equally unwelcoming and mocking. But Gloria quickly learns that
nothing is ever as it seems in this strange new place. As possible friends turn out to be enemies, and
once sworn enemies might be the best possible friends, Gloria finally realises that believing first
impressions could mean missing out on the friendships that can last a lifetime.

288 pp

Cool Nukes: The Professor has always been weird, but an explosion in his backyard laboratory seems to
have sent him over the edge. Then he disappears — in bizarre circumstances. Three of his young
protégés, Max, Jian Xin and Cleo, start receiving cryptic messages, which look like plans for a nuclear
device — one which could solve all of mankind’s energy problems. The children decide to make the
device for the upcoming ExpoFest science fair ... but if it works, the technology will be worth a fortune.
And certain people aren’t about to let three kids get the credit...

288 pp

Dandelion Clocks: Dandelion Clocks by Rebecca Westcott will be loved by fans of Jacqueline Wilson,
Cathy Cassidy or Annabel Pitcher. Liv takes us on a journey through her life from "Thirteen Weeks
Before" to "Six Months After". We discover Liv's passion for photography, her brother's obsession with
sticking to the rules, the stupidity of Moronic Louise at school, and how the family copes as Mum's
terminal illness takes hold ...Guided by Mum's own childhood diaries, Liv finds a new way to live. This
book is real, funny, utterly touching and absolutely heart-warming. Despite the sadness at the heart of
the story, every reader will laugh and keep on turning the pages, charmed by Liv and her mum.

320 pp

Daughter of Nomads: A historical fantasy set in Moghul NorthWest Hindustan, this is the story of Jahani, who searches for her
family. We follow Jahani as her journey leads her to the Gujjar
nomads, up the Silk Road to the Karakorum Mountains, and
beyond to the high kingdoms, before she finds her true identity
and takes hold of her destiny. Told over two compelling
volumes, Rosanne Hawke is a master storyteller and uses fables
and traditional stories to form part of these unique stories.

INTERMEDIATE 8-copy Sets
288 pp

Enemy Camp: It's 1942, and the tiny farming town of Featherston is about to receive hundreds of
Japanese soldiers into its prisoner-of-war camp. Ewen, whose dad is a guard there, can't stop
wondering about the enemy just down the road. Some say the captives are evil and cruel and should
be treated harshly - or shot. But when Ewen and his friends ride out to the camp to peep through the
barbed wire, the POWs just seem like . . . well, people. Then a new group from a captured warship
arrives and the mood in the camp darkens. Guards and inmates begin to clash. As tension builds the
boys are told to stay away. But on 25 February 1943, Ewen and his friends are there at the moment the
storm breaks - and terrible, unforgettable events unfold before their eyes.

240 pp

Fat Boy Swim: Jimmy Kelly is fat. Lardy. Ginormous. Clinically obese. Inside, Jimmy doesn't feel like
Smelly Kelly, Fat Boy Fat. He's just normal. His bedroom's a pit. His feet stink. He hates getting up on
school mornings. If any of his classmates bothered to talk to him, instead of slagging him off, they'd
find he was just as clued up as they were on films, on books, on telly, even on sport. But he wouldn't
tell them that his secret talent is cooking. And Jimmy has another secret that even he doesn't know yet.
A secret that will change him forever.

300 pp

Half a World Away: Eleven-year-old Jaden is adopted, and he knows he's an "epic fail.' That's why his
family is traveling to Kazakhstan to adopt a new baby--to replace him, he's sure. And he gets it. He is
incapable of stopping his stealing, hoarding, lighting fires, aggressive running, and obsession with
electricity. He knows his parents love him, but he feels...nothing. But when they get to Kazakhstan, it
turns out the infant they've travelled for has already been adopted, and literally within minutes are
faced with having to choose from six other babies. While his parents agonize, Jaden is more interested
in the toddlers. One, a little guy named Dimash, spies Jaden and barrels over to him every time he sees
him. Jaden finds himself increasingly intrigued by and worried about Dimash. Already three years old
and barely able to speak, Dimash will soon age out of the orphanage, and then his life will be as
hopeless as Jaden feels now. For the first time in his life, Jaden actually feels something that isn't pure
blinding fury, and there's no way to control it, or its power.

368 pp

Hour of the Bees: When Carol and her family move to grandfather Serge's deserted ranch in order to
transfer him to a care home, Carol struggles to cope with the suffocating heat and the effects of her
grandfather's dementia. Bees seem to be following her around, but the drought means this is
impossible. She must be imagining things. Yet when her grandfather chooses her as the subject for his
stories - tales of a magical healing tree, a lake, and the grandmother she never knew - Carol sees
glimmers of something special in what her parents dismiss as Serge's madness. As she rethinks her
roots and what she thought she knew about her family, Carol comes to the realization that Serge's past
is quickly catching up with her present. A coming-of-age story with a difference.

304 pp

Leopard Princess: A historical fantasy set in Moghul North-West Hindustan, this is the story of Jahani, who
searches for her family. We follow Jahani as her journey leads her to the Gujjar nomads, up the Silk Road to the
Karakorum Mountains, and beyond to the high kingdoms, before she finds her true identity and takes hold of her
destiny. Told over two compelling volumes, Rosanne Hawke is a master storyteller and uses fables and traditional
stories to form part of these unique stories.

256 pp

Molly and Pim and Millions of Stars: Molly’s mother is not like
other mothers: she rides a yellow bike and collects herbs and
makes potions, perhaps even magical potions. Molly wants to
be normal, like her friend Ellen, and watch television and eat
food that comes in packets. But when Molly’s mother
accidentally turns herself into a tree, Molly turns to the strange
and wonderful Pim for help. And as they look for a way to
rescue her mother, Molly discovers how to be happy with the
oddness in her life.

INTERMEDIATE 8-copy Sets
200 pp

Name at the end of the Ladder: "Win the game to choose your name and free the players who
remain." Twelve-year-old September is determined to choose an adventurous name for herself from
the Name Bank - not like all her friends, who are named after flowers or trees. Soon she discovers that
she has no choice, unless she wins an ancient and mysterious board game. And every roll of the dice
leads her further into danger.

176 pp

No Stars to Wish on: "Each kid only has one pair of shoes here. Number 49's shoes are a pretty good fit
for me and I know they're new because they still have that plastic smell. But the real Number 49 is
quite a bit bigger than I am, because his pants keep falling down on me. I wish he would come back, so
that I could go home." Jack loves telling jokes, but not many people laugh at them in the orphanage.
Will he ever be reunited with his mother and sister, his great-aunts and great-grandmother, back at
home? A haunting, fable-like story.

384 pp

Paper Things: When forced to choose between staying with her guardian and being with her big
brother, Ari chose her big brother. There’s just one problem—Gage doesn’t actually have a place to
live. When Ari’s mother died four years ago, she had two final wishes: that Ari and her older brother,
Gage, would stay together always, and that Ari would go to Carter, the middle school for gifted
students. So when eighteen-year-old Gage decided he could no longer live with their bossy guardian,
Janna, Ari knew she had to go with him.

256 pp

Sanspell: When the Bloodtree loses its last leaf, there will be no more stories in the Silvering
Kingdom… The Silvering Kingdom is the home of fairy tales but the kingdom and all those within are in
danger of vanishing because the Bloodtree — the source of all stories — has been poisoned. ‘Sanspell’
is a story that has been cursed. It is up to Abigail to enter the fairy tale world — where she is known as
Spindale— and save the storytree.

368 pp

Scat: When Mrs Starch, the most feared biology teacher in Florida, goes missing during a school trip to
the Black Vine Swamp, her class is secretly relieved. The school principal tries to cover it up as a 'family
emergency', but Nick and Marta just aren't convinced. They think it's much more likely to have
something to do with Smoke, the local troublemaker - whose run-ins with Mrs Starch are infamous and decide to do some investigating of their own. But there's more going on in Black Vine Swamp than
either one of them could guess.

272 pp

Star Girl: She's as magical as the desert sky. As mysterious as her own name. Nobody knows who she is
or where she's from. At first everyone likes her nonconformist attitude but when it starts to wear thin
the students shun her. STARGIRL is a classic of our time that celebrates being true to ourselves.

352 pp

Stonebird: When ten-year-old Liam moves house to be closer to
his dementia-suffering grandma, he's thrown into an unfamiliar
place, with a family that seems to be falling apart. Liam doesn't
remember what his grandma was like before she became ill.
Walking his dog one day, Liam discovers an old stone gargoyle
in a rundown church, and his life changes in impossible ways.
The gargoyle is alive. It moves unseen in the night, acting out
Liam's stories. And stories can be dangerous things...Seeking
revenge against the bullies at his new school, Liam tells a story
about the gargoyle attacking them. When one of them ends up
in hospital, a regretful Liam vows never to go near the gargoyle
again. But his grandma's illness is getting worse, his mum isn't
coping, and his sister is skipping school...What if the gargoyle is
the only thing that can save Liam's family?

INTERMEDIATE 8-copy Sets
272 pp

Sunken Forest: Matt is sent to live with his Grandma while his father serves time in prison. In a new
school in the heart of his Dad's hometown, Matt faces the challenges of being in a class full of
strangers, and amongst people who remember his father as a young troublemaker. When he is sent to
a camp at Lake Waikaremoana for problem kids, Matt goes head to head with the bullies but also
makes some unexpected friends, including Elsa, a 100-year-old, giant long fin eel. Drama unfolds when
Elsa's life is threatened and the dam at the lake bursts. Will Matt come to the rescue?

656 pp

Watership Down: Fiver and I will be leaving the warren tonight . . . I don't know exactly where we shall
go, but we'll take anyone who's ready to come with us.' Fiver was only a young rabbit, but he has a
sixth sense and foresaw that disaster was about to destroy the warren. Few believed him. Led by his
brother Hazel, a small band of rabbits sets out on a dangerous journey to find a safe home . . .

224 pp

Winter's Bullet: Tygo — a locksmith’s son — is forced by the Nazis to loot abandoned Dutch homes for
valuables. Known as ‘the Ferret’, he’s despised by everyone, but it’s the only way he can keep his family
alive. But when he discovers a girl with a diamond in a chimney, he refuses to give her up. Instead he
turns spy and trades the jewel for information about Hitler’s ultimate weapon. Can a ferret become a
hero? He has one shot to stop the war.

256 pp

We are Giants: A brilliantly funny and wonderfully warm-hearted story about love, family, and what it
means to be different. Sydney thinks her mum Amy is the best mum in the world - even if she is a bit
different. When everyone else kept growing, Amy got to four feet tall and then stopped right there.
The perfect height, in Sydney's opinion: big enough to reach the ice cream at the supermarket, small
enough to be special. Sydney's dad died when she was only five, but her memories of him, her mum's
love and the company of her brave big sister Jade means she never feels alone ...But when the family
are forced to move house, things get tricky. Sydney and Jade must make new friends, deal with the
bullies at their new school and generally figure out the business of growing up in a strange new town.
And Sydney doesn't want to grow up - not if it means getting bigger than her mum...
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PRIMARY - 6-copy packs
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TITLE

PRICE

300004986

A Tiger Tale

$52.00

100016896

A Tiger Tale

$8.67

$12.00

300005169

Barking Mad

$65.00

100044021

Barking Mad

$10.83

$17.00

300005186

Bronze and Sunflower

$78.00

100044602

Bronze and Sunflower

$13.00

$18.99

300004801

Danny Champion of the World

$99.00

100048062

Danny Champion of the World

$16.50

$21.00

300005165

Frankie Potts and the
Sparkplug Mysteries

$55.00

100047536

Frankie Potts and the
Sparkplug Mysteries

$9.17

$11.99

300005169

Friday Barnes: Big Trouble

$84.00

100045597

Friday Barnes: Big Trouble

$14.00

$19.99

300004985

How I alienated my
Grandmother

$65.00

100044021

How I alienated my
Grandmother

$10.83

$17.00

300005170

Joe and the Race to Rescue

$60.00

100021616

Joe and the Race to Rescue

$10.00

$14.99

300005163

Josh Baxter Levels Up

$75.00

100045459

Josh Baxter Levels Up

$12.50

$18.00

300005164

Magrit

$99.00

100046009

Magrit

$16.50

$22.99

300005173

Moving Target

$90.00

100044238

Moving Target

$15.00

$24.00

300005172

Plenty

$75.00

100042582

Plenty

$12.50

$16.99

300005167

Cat with the Coloured Tail

$99.00

100045159

Cat with the Coloured Tail

$16.50

$24.99

300005162

The Great Chocoplot

$75.00

100046205

The Great Chocoplot

$12.50

$18.00

300005168

The Vanilla Slice Kid

$75.00

100045730

The Vanilla Slice Kid

$12.50

$17.99

ADDITIONAL COPIES

PACKS

CODE

NOVEL SETS
INTERMEDIATE - 8-copy packs
PRICE

TITLE

PRICE

1915 - Wounds of War

$90.00

Qty

Amt

100044093

CODE

1915 - Wounds of War

$11.25

$18.99

300004753

Big Game

$98.00

100042794

Big Game

$12.25

$17.00

300004953

Boy at the Top of the Mountain

$110.00

100045633

Boy at the Top of the Mountain

$13.75

$21.00

300004797

Catching Falling Stars

$98.00

100018684

Catching Falling Stars

$12.25

$17.00

300004697

Cool Nukes

$90.00

100045373

Cool Nukes

$11.25

$18.00

300005176

Dandelion Clocks

$110.00

100022862

Dandelion Clocks

$13.75

$17.99

300005187

Daughter of Nomads

$120.00

100047713

Daughter of Nomads

$15.00

$21.00

300004775

Enemy Camp

$110.00

100046335

Enemy Camp

$13.75

$19.99

300004162

Fat Boy Swim

$100.00

100046295

Fat Boy Swim

$12.50

$16.99

300004755

Half a World Away

$110.00

100044646

Half a World Away

$13.75

$22.99

300005177

Hour of the Bees

$110.00

100046212

Hour of the Bees

$13.75

$18.99

300005180

Leopard Princess

$120.00

100048142

Leopard Princess

$15.00

$21.00

300005181

Molly and Pim and Millions of
Stars

$110.00

100045051

Molly and Pim and Millions of
Stars

$13.75

$17.99

300005182

Name at the end of the Ladder

$100.00

100043113

Name at the end of the Ladder

$12.50

$16.99

300005183

No Stars to Wish on

$110.00

100041934

No Stars to Wish on

$13.75

$19.99

300004698

Paper Things

$120.00

100043984

Paper Things

$15.00

$24.99

300004129

Sanspell

$66.00

100044888

Sanspell

$8.25

$12.00

300004996

Scat

$120.00

100046229

Scat

$15.00

$19.99

300004774

Star Girl

$110.00

100047753

Star Girl

$13.75

$19.99

300005184

Stonebird

$130.00

100044338

Stonebird

$16.25

$29.99

300004954

Sunken Forest

$90.00

100047034

Sunken Forest

$11.25

$19.00

300004952

Watership Down

$110.00

100048070

Watership Down

$13.75

$17.99

300004754

Winter's Bullet

$98.00

100042771

Winter's Bullet

$12.25

$17.00

300005185

We are Giants

$110.00

100047425

We are Giants

$13.75

$19.99

ADDITIONAL COPIES

PACKS

CODE

Contact:
School:
Address:
Phone:
Account:

School PO:

Qty

Amt

RRP

TITLE

300004128

